

MAY BE PROPOSED DURING NOV. 3 SPEECH

WILKES-BARRE, Pa. (AP) — U.S. spokesman said activity in Vietnam over the past period could hold its own in defense of the United States. In the past three weeks, when the United States launched air strikes against North Vietnam, the South Vietnamese said they were battling back. The United States, however, said the South Vietnamese were not doing enough to support the United States. The South Vietnamese, however, said they were not doing enough to support the United States.
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**In Years Gone By**

**Ten Years Ago**

Lester 1046, which has been in service for 14 years, will probably be taken out of service today after spending most of its life in service. It has been one of the most popular trains in the system.

**Twenty-Five Years Ago**

Winona has a new fire engine, the Gambush City, replaced the old one which was out of service. The new engine has been in service for several years.

**Fifty Years Ago**

A woman was arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. She was driving home from a party and was stopped by police.

**Seventy-Five Years Ago**

Dr. John D. Smith, who is a well-known doctor in the area, died suddenly of a heart attack. He was 75 years old.

**One-Hundred Years Ago**

The day is gray and the weather is cold. People are staying inside, trying to keep warm. The streets are wet and slippery, making it difficult to walk.

**The Daily Record**

**At Community Memorial Hospital**

**Deadline for Some Medicare Bills Is Near**

Another deadline is approaching for filing for Medicare benefits. The deadline is October 31, 2019. If you have not yet filed your application, you should do so as soon as possible.

**In the Presentation of the Grand Master of Masonic Body**

A Grand Lodge of Masonic Body was presented in Winona on October 20, 1969. Several members of the lodge and their families attended the ceremony.

**Weather Forecast**

The sky is agnun clear and the weather is good. Expect sunny skies and mild temperatures throughout the day.

**Two-State Filings**

The property, priced at $20,000, is located in the intersection of town roads.

**County to Buy Building for Nursing Homes**

Winona County commissioners will meet to consider the purchase of the building proposed for use as a nursing home.

**Hearing, Vision Tests Scheduled**

Bilateral tests will be conducted to determine the vision and hearing abilities of Medicare patients.

**Window Breakage Is Investigated**

Adair in all cases of broken windows will be investigated. The window was broken by a juvenile.

**IRREGULAR**

**Mondays Notes '69 Homecoming**

Mr. Beilin and Sandy Hines will be in Woodlawn Cemetery on Monday, October 22, 1969, at 10:00 a.m. They will be buried in Section B, Lot 21, Plot 1.

**Musician for a Life**

Mr. Beilin and Sandy Hines will be in Woodlawn Cemetery on Monday, October 22, 1969, at 10:00 a.m. They will be buried in Section B, Lot 21, Plot 1.

**Four Drivers Charged**

Four drivers were charged with careless driving.

**Three Hurt in Head-on Crash Near Hoka**

Charles G. Rosenberg, 63, of Caledonia, died in a head-on crash near Hoka on Monday afternoon. The other passengers were also injured.

**CULVERDA, Miss.**

A woman was injured in a head-on crash near Culverda, Mississippi, on Monday afternoon. The other passengers were also injured.

**Weather Forecast**

The sky is agnun clear and the weather is good. Expect sunny skies and mild temperatures throughout the day.

**Two-State Filings**

The property, priced at $20,000, is located in the intersection of town roads.

**County to Buy Building for Nursing Homes**

Winona County commissioners will meet to consider the purchase of the building proposed for use as a nursing home.

**Hearing, Vision Tests Scheduled**

Bilateral tests will be conducted to determine the vision and hearing abilities of Medicare patients.

**Window Breakage Is Investigated**

Adair in all cases of broken windows will be investigated. The window was broken by a juvenile.
Weekend Bill For Collisions Is $2,025

Four accidents investigated by police over the weekend resulted in a total of 206 injuries, with four fatalities. These were:

- A two-vehicle collision on U.S. 163, south of Dickey St., resulted in an injury to one person. The accident was reported at 1:30 a.m. Tuesday.
- A single-vehicle accident on Winona Road, north of Whitten Street, resulted in an injury to one person. The accident was reported at 2:45 p.m. Wednesday.
- A two-vehicle collision on Winona Road, south of Whitten Street, resulted in an injury to one person. The accident was reported at 2:45 p.m. Wednesday.
- A single-vehicle accident on Winona Road, south of Whitten Street, resulted in an injury to one person. The accident was reported at 2:45 p.m. Wednesday.

SCHOLLIN OF SHOVIES SEEN TUESDAY

Eighty years of normal temperature and a possible period of almost steady rainfall are supposed to occur at the southern part of the state. This may delay special reports in the weather bureau.

Closing of stores in a pro-
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Some Chance Of Showers Seen Tuesday

A high chance of showers and a possibility of thunderstorms are forecast for the southern part of the state. This may delay special reports in the weather bureau.
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Begin to Decode Nonverbal Behavior

By NANCY DREIS

New York Times

Experts have begun to decode some of the silent signals that people use to communicate without words, specialists say.
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WISCONSIN SENATORS—

Ask Reduction in Military Spending

WASHINGTON (AP) — Wisconsin's two U.S. senators proposed a $50 billion reduction in military spending as a means to balance the 1972 federal budget. Sen. David Durand, a Democrat, said the recommendation would cut the $50 billion reduction in military spending as a means to balance the 1972 federal budget. Sen. David Durand, a Democrat, said the recommendation would cut the spending on the Vietnam War by $50 billion.

NIXON THINKS SO

Democratic Policy Group Tampering With Proposals?

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon characterized his Democratic colleagues as tampering with proposals before they come to the Senate floor for consideration. Nixon, a Republican, said that Democratic colleagues were tampering with proposals before they come to the Senate floor for consideration.

Chief Had No Sense of Humor

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Sen. Barry Goldwater, reporting from Arizona, said that President Nixon had no sense of humor. Goldwater, a Republican, said that President Nixon had no sense of humor.

Elk Rod and Gun

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — The Elk Rod and Gun Club was formed in Indianapolis, Ind. The club, comprised of hunters and fishermen, was formed to promote the sport of elk hunting and fishing.

St. Charles

ST. CHARLES, Ill. — St. Charles, the hometown of the town, is celebrating its 100th anniversary. The town is holding a special celebration to mark the occasion.

SWEET SITUATION —

Michael Stedt, discoverer of artificial sweeteners, a native of Big Greenbush, New York, is the first to be awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry. Stedt, a native of Big Greenbush, New York, is the first to be awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

CALLS ON VICE-MAYOR TO WITHDRAW FROM RACE —

Atlanta Georgia's Mayor Ivan Allen Jr. shown during a press conference Sunday, charged that Vice-Mayor Sam Masselin, one of two candidates seeking to succeed him, has "badly misused his position and that if he is a man of conscience he should immediately withdraw from consideration for office." Allen's statement resulted from a police investigation report into alleged "immorality" against several nightclub owners who were the targets of police investigations.

Ginger's Widow

Weds Television Producer Devore

Los Angeles (AP) — Elizabeth Taylor, widow of the late producer Elizabeth Taylor, is the new wife of a television producer. Taylor, who married her late husband in 1966, is now married to Devore, a television producer.
DEAR ABBY:

Newscaster Turns This Woman On!

BY AARON MARSHALL

DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine received a phone call from a news station asking if she would be willing to be interviewed on the air. She said yes and was later contacted by the producer of the show. The producer told her that they wanted her to be interviewed on a live broadcast about an upcoming event in the community. The producer also mentioned that they would be asking her questions about the event and that she would have to be available for the broadcast.

DEAR ABBY: I'm not sure what to say to my friend. She's very nervous about the upcoming event and doesn't want to let anyone down. What should she do?

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for your advice. I appreciate it.

DEAR ABBY: Would you please help me with my problem? I don't know what to do.
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Baked Meat Loaf Bread & Butter

Beef Goulash Swiss Steak

Qottable Quotes of Notables

"We set up an appointment for you to get a checkup. You may not like what we find, but it will be better for you in the long run. Understanding each another before you start on the rest of your life will be very important to your future."

It is my experience in "You are my enemy, some day I, in 1872, I do have a name, simply Andy on a name." A boy over a hump. If you ever have to stand over your shoulder and try to make a horse jump, you will know what it means to be afraid of him."

"Yes,; of course," said John. "I am willing to try anything to make the boys like me."

"In my experience as a nurse, I have seen cases where the patient has been physically, but is actually a disappointment to his parents."

"Hope Lutheran Church Women are selling 1/2 lb. of nuts for $1.00.

"Three Killed in Collision, State Toll 763"

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rapid City, S.D. — Three persons were killed and two were injured in a head-on crash about 1 mile west of Spooner, Wis. They were identified by state police as Charles J. Sayre, 41, and his son, 12, of Spooner, and Robert C. Dossing, 25, of Superior, Wis.

Three young men—including Francis, about 30 miles north of Spooner, Wis. They were identified by state police as Charles J. Sayre, 41, and his son, 12, of Spooner, and Robert C. Dossing, 25, of Superior, Wis.

The Woman's Relief Corps Wisconsin Department of Notables — Caledonia Lion's Club has opened a new facility at the site of the old hospital here. Cost of the structure will be between $250,000 and $300,000.

Inspections Set

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — Mem-

bering the station wagon and

inspecting of vehicles at the fol-

wing times:

8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the munici-

pal parking lot.

Three Piece Double Knit

SMARTLY STYLED JACKET, MATCHING SKIRT AND CONTRASTING SHELL...

— all of double knit, acrylic that washes, wears and packs beautifully.

Navy/White or Coral/White Sizes: 10 to 18

Only $22

OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE — WITH MATCHING KNIT TOPS.

THE MACON NIGHT DRESS, MATCHING SHRUG AND HEART-SHAPED TUTU..."
Outdoor Living Stressed in Colonial

By ANDY LANS

As I left the house heading towards the dormitory for my first class, I noticed that the colonial-style housing at my university was starting to show signs of wear. The dormitory buildings, once majestic in their design, now exhibited cracks and peeling paint. The walkways, once wide and inviting, were now narrow and obscured by an overgrowth of weeds.

As I entered the dormitory, I was greeted by the smell of old paint and dust. The halls were dimly lit, and the air was thick with the musty odor of countless students. The lockers, once a source of pride, now held mysterious items, their contents hidden from prying eyes.

As I made my way to the classroom, I couldn't help but wonder about the history of these buildings. What stories did they hold? What secrets were locked away in their walls?

After class, I returned to my dormitory, my mind still buzzing with thoughts of the past. The colonial-style housing was a reminder of the struggles and triumphs of the past, a symbol of the resilience and determination of those who came before us.

As I lay in bed that night, I couldn't help but think about the future. What would the next generation of students bring to these halls? Would they cherish the history of this place, or would they allow it to fade away, a mere memory of what once was?

As I drifted off to sleep, I couldn't help but smile. Despite the wear and tear, the colonial-style housing was still beautiful in its own way. It was a piece of history, a reminder of the past, and a beacon of hope for the future.
That is another question.

...would you want to live with an approval of viewers has tested dining room, but apricot, a soft different set of colors or tricks. It far-out color scheme tints you...

Good interior designers make Spoclal Cabinet Built...

...people with stores, filling stations, elementary school centrally located. A NEW town is just what the doctor ordered. It is a built-in design for a three-year-old hew town schedul...

...paths that wind throughout the... developing other towns.

...layers at the fingertips of everyone. Their color palette can be quickly and smoothly on arte... necessary are provided locally. That way, everything is con...
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OPEN 8 TO 10 DAILY – 9 TO 6 SUNDAY

2ND BIG WEEK!
THE MIDWEST’S GREATEST FAMILY SHOPPING CENTERS
CELEBRATION
GRAND OPENING

CHUCK ROAST
48¢
LB.

CANNED HAMS
8 LBS. 49¢
TIN

STAMPS ARE OUT! CASH SAVINGS ARE IN! YOU BE THE JUDGE!

GRAPEFRUIT
10 FOR 79¢

WE CUT OUT STAMPS... CUT OUR PRICES TOO!

BEEF QUARTER SALE
U.S.D.A. GRADED CHOICE...
All cut and wrapped for your freezer

Front Quarters
67¢

Mind Quarters
67¢

Whole Sides
57¢

HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE LOW, LOW PRICES YOU’LL FIND THROUGHOUT OUR BIG NEW STORE. COME IN... GET YOUR SHARE OF THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES ON GUARANTEED QUALITY PRODUCTS!

PRICE EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1949

FAMILY
WINONA CENTER

*QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED—NO SALES TO DEALERS*
Audio Recording

Firm Opens Here

Wisconsin

Huntier Dies Of Wounds

by the Associated Press

A Crawford County man, W. J. Drazkowski, 55, was mortally wounded last night and was dead at two o'clock this morning in a hospital in Ridgeway. The body was taken to the Woodard home in Ridgeway. The murder took place in the new vencure — Drazkowski opened a new recording studio on Wednesday night. The body was found in the studio by a police officer who was called to investigate the noise of the shooting.

The victim was a well-known local musician and was a member of the local band. He was shot twice, once in the chest and once in the head. The murder was witnessed by several people who were in the studio at the time. The motive for the murder is unknown.

The case is being investigated by the local police and the state police.

Anti-Pollution Funds Should Be Increased, Nelson Says

The levy is some $114,983 over last year. Based on last year's expenditures are 4938,729 compared with $811,725 last year.

The levy is some $114,983 over last year. Based on last year's expenditures are 4938,729 compared with $811,725 last year.

Now, a new weapon to fight the cold war.

Standard Oil has a new powerful additive for its heating oil.
Ominous Note Sounded For Christian Democrats

WASHINGTON (AP) — The North Dakota Christian Democrats held their annual meeting this weekend and voted to accept a resolution rejecting proposals by the Democratic-NPL for a "Christian" party.

The resolution, which came after a heated debate, was passed by 45 votes to 5. It called for the party to continue its current policies of working within the Democratic-NPL, and for the state chapter to drop its proposal to form its own "Christian" party.

The resolution was introduced by state chairman Ralph Moos, who said the party should not splits from the Democratic-NPL. He cited the success of the party in the recent election, in which it won 13 of 57 state legislative seats.

The resolution was opposed by state senator Mike Fichter, who argued that the party should form its own "Christian" party to compete with the national Republican Party.

"We need a strong Christian party," Fichter said. "We can't afford to be part of the Democratic-NPL."

The resolution was later amended to add the words "Christian Democrats." It was then passed by a vote of 44 to 6.

In other news, the party elected state senator John Rathbun as its new chairman.

"I'm looking forward to working with the party," Rathbun said. "We have a lot of work to do."
Grant Admits Vikings Are Tough

AFTER WIN OVER ST. LOUIS

NFL's top club, the Vikings, are a new threat, Grant says

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Dalny Grant, Minnesota Vikings coach, had a compliment for the St. Louis Cardinals Sunday.

"I only beat these guys once," Grant said. "But I think they're playing their best football of the year.

The Vikings, who are 11-3, defeated the Cardinals, who are 0-14, 14-7 at St. Louis Sunday.

The Vikings have now won six straight games and are the only NFL team with a perfect record.

Grant said he was pleased with the performance of his team, but he also acknowledged the tough challenge they face in the NFC North division.

"We have to continue to improve," Grant said. "Our focus has to be on improving our game and getting better every week.

The Vikings face the Chicago Bears next week, who are 14-6, in a key NFC North battle.

Bombs Dropped

On Buffalo '11'

By Lars HANSEN

The Associated Press

BUFFALO — The Buffalo Bills dropped a season-high 19 points on the Minnesota Vikings Sunday, winning 16-13.

The Bills scored two touchdowns and a field goal in the fourth quarter to secure the victory.

Bills quarterback Jim Kelly completed 19 of 33 passes for 256 yards and two touchdowns.

The Vikings, who are now 3-5, fell to 3-6 on the season.

Blair Happy

Over Stars' Road Record

By Lars HANSEN

The Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Blair Chipper has a new road record for the Minnesota Vikings.

The Vikings defeated the Detroit Lions 31-14 Sunday in Chipper's second career road victory.

Chipper, who started at right tackle, played a key role in the Vikings' victory.

Chipper was named to the NFL's all-rookie team after the game.

The Vikings are now 6-3 on the season.

The last thing you need is another problem

You are feeling a little unsure. You'd like to borrow money. But you don't know if your request will be approved.

Maybe you're looking for that second car or wall-to-wall carpeting. Maybe you've just moved and want to build a new room for the kids.

You need money, and you have something better than a credit card that you can borrow against.

With your car, you can borrow up to your loan limit against the vehicle's value in the event of a default. If you are approved for a line of credit, it's available throughout the year.

You can choose how you use the money — for any purpose you'd like.

When you need money, you should know that you may not have heard of a better financial product that will go a long way to meet your needs.

The ML&T Minnesota Loan & Thrift, 164 Walnut Street, Duluth, MN 55802, can help you.

For more information, call 218-726-2929 or visit www.mltnet.com.
Irish Just A Little Bit Too Good for USC

By HERSCHEL NELSON
Associated Press Sports Writer

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The Buckeyes "of Ohio State, probably will play a good team of Southern California," said H. G. "Butch" Jones to 11 pass completions,

"It was a better football game than we've played in a long time. It was a tough game, tough to play in the rain."

"We're going to play a good team of Southern California," said H. G. "Butch" Jones to 11 pass completions, "and we're going to play a good team of Southern California.""
Consolation Finals

Willis Wood (St. Cloud) — del. Larry Belott, 11-10, 11-3, 21-3.
Bob Schaaf (Ban Claire, Wis.) del. John Person, 21-12, 21-17 in the consolation in the St. Paul Downtown YMCA Club, 21-3, 21-16 at the SMC.

How Wisconsin's Top Ten Did

In Fond du Lac (7-0) lost to Denmark, 588. Hogenson-Ferlinski shot 195 and McManus-Rowland, threw 188.

Vikes Tumble Cards 27-10

(Continued from Page 32)

COACH OF TEAM — Bruce Koen, center, is presented with the Vanna Nova "Friend of Sports" plaque for the second consecutive year. Coach Koen was honored at the Check-Mate annual homecoming banquet for his outstanding coaching record at North Over-

Sports Scores

SUNDAY'S RESULTS

GAMES


Modelle, L; Mo. 11, 13, 1-0

Modelle, L; Mo. 11, 13, 1-0

Colgate 35, Princeton 11,

Hamline 4-10 5-1 21-31


Michigan at Ohio State 21-

Chicago 31, Penn 14.

Florida State 38, Tulsa 20.

Cincinnati 21, Wichita St. 14.

Bowling Green 7, Kent St. 0.

Akron 15, E. Kentucky 10.


Miami, Ohio 24, Ohio 11.

Miss. St. 30, Texas Tech 10.


Miss. St. 30, Texas Tech 10.

UCLA 31, California 0.

Miss. St. 30, Texas Tech 10.

Stanford 41, Wash. St. 0.


Akron IS, E. Kentucky 10.

Bowling Green 7, Kent St. 0.

Miss. St. 30, Texas Tech 10.

Oregon St. 10, Washington 7.

Kansas State 31, Utah St. 0.

Boston College 21, Temple 11.

Villanova vs Boston College 4.

Ala. A&M 21, S. Carolina St. 17.

Auburn 17, Georgia Tech 11.

Georgia Tech 11, Al. A&M 21.

New Orleans 21, Tulane 0.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.
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Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.
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Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.
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Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.

Tulane vs Pittsburgh 22.
Cronin to Head
Why Seattle Will
Become Better

Hulme Continues
To Pad Bank Roll;
Unser, Baker Win

Market Rises
Slightly in
Active Trade

Want Ads Start Here
TWO of the TEN MOST WANTED DINETTE SETS

Capture Yours NOW at These SPECIAL LOW PRICES for the Holidays Ahead!

- Swivel pedestal chairs in channel black fabric-supported vinyl with walnut-framed hatching walnut-grained plastic
- Smart space-saving, spill-proof 42" Round Table, extends to 42"x60" on twin pedestal

Over 30 sets of furniture for dining . . . In tasteful designs to complement Mediterranean, Contemporary, Traditional and Modern decor. Beautiful, comfortable and easy-to-care-for . . . at these SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

 REUTERS BURKE'S Furniture
Better RVs

PHONE 3762
PLenty of FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE
East Third & Franklin

Open Wednesday and Friday evenings 'til 9